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Detailed itinerary

Arrive Brussels

Welcome to Brussels. Upon arrival be transferred to Hotel by Hotel Shuttle. Remaining Day 
will be at Leisure.

Innsbruck - Venice - St Mark’s Square

Today take an orientation tour of Innsbruck, view the Golden roof (symbol of the City). Later 
depart for Venice; the most romantic city in Italy with its distinctive architecture and famous 
gondola rides. Begin with a boat ride to St Mark's Square, one of the most elegant squares 
in the world. See the famous Bridge of Sighs and Basilica di San Marco. Finally enjoy a 
romantic Gondola ride while enjoying the ambience of Venice.

Day 8

Venice - Florence - Rome 

Checkout and proceed to Florence. On arrival start with a guided tour of Florence (Walking 
involved), it’s a place to feast on world-class art. The tour of this renaissance city starts by 
viewing the impressive architecture of some of the finest historic buildings in Italy, such as 
the Duomo of Florence the largest brick dome ever created, along with photo stops at 
Basilica of Santa Croce, Ponte Vechio Bridge. Later drive to Rome for your overnight stay.

Day 9

Rome - Vatican - Pisa

Today take a guided tour of Rome (Walking involved). The tour starts with a photo stop at 
the Colosseum which is surrounded by other sites such as Constantine arch. Also view the 
Trevi fountains – the most beautiful fountains in Italy. Next visit the Vatican City – home to 
the Pope. Here see the St. Peter’s Basilica. Later drive to Pisa for your overnight stay.

Day 10

Pisa - Switzerland

Today proceed to field of Miracles wherein stands the Famous Leaning Tower of Pisa. It is a 
Bell Tower standing at a Height of 183 Feet. Also see the Baptistery and Duomo. 
Late afternoon travel to Switzerland for your overnight stay.

Day 11

Glacier 3000 - Montreux & Vevey

A scenic experience awaits you on the aerial ropeway from Col dulPillon to Scex Rouge. On 
top, enjoy the 360-degree panoramic view that includes some of the most beautiful alpine 
peaks, the Eiger, Monch, Jungfrau to the Matterhorn and views onto over 24 peaks that are 
over 4000 meters high. The Peak walk by Tissot is the highlight of the glacier adventure, it 
is the world's first hanging bridge to connect two peaks. Also experience a wild ride on the 
Alpine Coaster (entrance not included). After lunch proceed to Montreux and enjoy some 
free time to explore this artistic city before returning to Hotel.

Day 12

Switzerland - Paris

Today depart early for Paris (Approx. 06 Hrs drive). On arrival, enjoy a cruise along the 
River Seine. The cruise is perfectly designed to discover and admire the rich architecture 
such as the Eiffel Tower, Musée d’Orsay etc. Overnight in Paris

Day 13

Paris - Eiffel Tower - City tour

Today embark on a journey to the top floor (subject to operation) of the Eiffel Tower – the 
most famous monument in France. It is amongst the 7 wonders of the world & also one of 
most visited monuments in the world. From this vantage point, enjoy breath-taking views of 
this amazing city. Later proceed for city tour coveringthe famous monuments like Alexander 
bridge, Arc de triomphe, Concorde square, Opera house, Les Invalids, Champs Elysees 
etc.Overnight in Paris. 

Day 14

Flight Home

Today it’s time to say farewell to the Group and fly home with awesome memories.
Transfer to Airport (CDG) by Hotel shuttle.

Day 15

Cologne - Heidelberg - Karlsruhe

Today check out and proceed to city of Cologne, Germany. Visit the impressive cologne 
cathedral, it is well renowned for its gothic architecture and was declared a World Heritage 
Site in 1996. It is also Germany's most visited landmark. Inside you can admire the vast 
nave, which itself is impressive, attracting an average of 20,000 people a day. This 
cathedral is truly a masterpiece; taking over six hundred years to construct and is one of 
the best-known architectural monuments in Germany. Later we drive to Heidelberg to view 
Heidelberg castle. Overnight stay in Germany

Day 4

Lake Titisee - Rhine Falls - Zurich

Today we travel to small town of Titisee-Neustadt in the middle of the Black Forest, among 
dark fir trees, high hills, spectacular cliffs and gentle valleys sits the largest natural lake in 
the Black Forest, Titisee, which stretches for some 2 km (over 1 mile). Here enjoy some 
free time to wander the quaint streets and relax by the lake or shop for locally made cuckoo 
clocks as well as a varied selection of souvenirs.Later, travel to Switzerland and witness the 
largest waterfalls in Europe the Rhine Falls. Overnight inSwitzerland.

Day 5

Mt Titlis - Lucerne

Today Ascend 10,000ft to the summit of Mt. Titlis. Take the world’s first revolving cable 
car, the Titlis Rotair. Enjoy breathtaking panoramic views of the surrounding Swiss 
landscapes. At Mt Titlis have some free time play in the snow and visit the Ice caves.Later 
travel to Lucerne, to view the Lion Monument and one of the oldest wooden bridges in the 
world - the Chapel Bridge. Also spend some free time admiring the Lake Luzern.
Overnight in Switzerland 

Day 6

Switzerland - Vaduz - Innsbruck

Today depart for Liechtenstein, one of the smallest countries in Europe. Stop in the capital 
city, Vaduz.
Later proceed to Innsbruck - Austria, offering a combination of culture, history and nature. 
On arrival Enjoy breath taking vistas of the Austrian mountains with a round-trip cable car 
ride between Innsbruck city center and the Nordkette, at the heart of the country’s nature 
park. Overnight in Austria

Day 7

Amsterdam – Volendam –Amsterdam Canal Cruise

We will start the morning by visiting the Volendam Fishing Village, it is known for its 
colorful wooden houses and the old fishing boats in its harbour. Next visit the Cheese & 
Clog farm for a demonstration on the making process, before continuing to Amsterdam to 
enjoy a tranquil Canal Cruise, here you will hear great information on each important 
building that you come across during the cruise.Overnight in Netherland.
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Brussels - Netherlands

Today proceed on a city tour of Brussels, to view the world famous MannekinPis Statue 
and the Grand Place. Then visit the Mini Europe (Miniature)located at the foot of the 
Atomium, MINI-EUROPE is the only park where you can visit the whole of Europe in a 
couple of hours. A truly unique voyage.  Overnight in Netherland.

Day 2

Day 1

London

London London city tour with 
London Eye – Calais - Brussels

Add on 

Swaminarayan Temple visit with Entrance
London Eye with Entrance
Photo stop at: Tower bridge, Buckingham Palace, 
and many more 

Day 1 Day 2

Dinner Breakfast Dinner $145*
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Countries Covered: 
Belgium | Holland | Germany | Switzerland | Liechtenstein | Austria | Italy | Vatican & France

21

Belgium
Mini Europe (miniature) with Entrance
Walking tour of Brussels: View the Grand Place
and Manneken Pis Statue

Amsterdam
Amsterdam city tour with canal cruise with Entrance
Cheese & Clog Factory with Entrance
Free time at Volendam Fishing village

Germany
Cologne (Koln), visit Cologne Cathedral
Photostop:Heidelberg Castle
Free time at Lake Titisee

Switzerland
View Rhine Falls (largest waterfalls in Europe)
Mt Titlis mountain with Entrance 
Glacier 3000 mountain with Entrance
View the Lion Monument and Chapel Bridge

Italy
Venice: Boat Ride to St Mark's Square& Gondola Ride with Entrance
Florence: Guided City Tour, View Duomo of Florence, Photo stops at Basilica of Santa Croce,Piazza Della Signoria, Ponte Vechio Bridge        
Rome: Guided City tour, photo stop at Colosseum, Trevi Fountain - Most beautiful fountain in Italy
Vatican: St Peters Basilica & Squarewith Entrance        Pisa: View Leaning Tower & the duomo

France
Eiffel Tower top Floor (subject to operational)with Entrance        River Seine Boat Cruise with Entrance
Paris city tour, covering Alexander bridge, Arc de triomphe, Concorde square, Opera house, Les Invalids, Champs Elysees 
and many more

Free time for shopping in Luzern (Swiss watches & chocolate) 
Free time at Lake Luzern
Free time at Montreux and Vevey. (Known as "Pearls of Swiss Riviera")

Liechtenstein & Austria
Photostop at Vaduz
Innsbruck City Tour: Covering Golden Roof - Photo stop
Nordkette Jewel of alps mountain with Entrance

Adult: Price per person based
on 02/03 adults sharing a room
Child : 02-11 years must share
a room with 02/03 adults
Infant : 0-23 Months is FREE

Departure Dates & Prices

Departure Dates

June 02, 2020

June 30, 2020

July 17, 2020

August 03, 2020

Sept 01, 2020

Prices
Adult Child 02-11 Single

$2699 $2025 $3649

$3649

$3649

$3649

$3649

$2025

$2025

$2025

$2025

$2699

$2699

$2699

$2699

Price Includes:
14 Night’s accommodation in 3*/4* hotel with Breakfast
Ground Transportation by AC Deluxe Coach 
11 Local Vegetarian Lunches &14 Indian Dinners 

Entrances and sightseeing as mentioned under tour highlights
01 Mineral water bottle (500 ML) per person per day
Excellent Service of a Global Holidays Tour Manager

Eiffel Tower, Paris

Map of your journey

Tour Highlights

Brussels

 Holland

Germany

Italy

Vatican

France
Switzerland

Liechtenstein
Austria

New Jersey Group (Rana samaj), July 2017

Book 10 Weeks in advance and
get $190 OFF per adult &

$140 OFF per child

Book 08 Weeks in advance and
get $135 OFF per adult &

$100 OFF per child

EARLY BIRD
DISCOUNT

*Price is based on Minimum 20 passengers travelling together 

tourRated 
Best
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